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ŠKODA AUTO and KOVO union arrive at a new
collective labour agreement
› New collective labour agreement valid until the end of March 2020
› Wages to be boosted with fixed monthly sum of 2,500 CZK
Mladá Boleslav, 22 March 2019 – This Thursday, senior management at ŠKODA AUTO and
the KOVO union have arrived at a collective labour agreement.
“With the new collective labour agreement, we have reached an outcome together with the KOVO
union that reflects the challenging market conditions, whilst also acknowledging the outstanding
performance of our staff at ŠKODA AUTO,” said ŠKODA AUTO CEO Bernhard Maier, adding, “As
well as the continuously difficult global economic conditions, the transformation of the automotive
industry is also noticeably gaining momentum for ŠKODA. We are absolutely determined to
successfully help shape this greatest change in the history of the automotive industry. However,
this requires major investments in the future, which will impact our profit in years to come. As things
stand, it is clear that we cannot afford the incredibly high collective agreements of the year before. It
is our aim to ensure that ŠKODA AUTO remains competitive and thus that our staff keep their jobs
in the long run. I would like to thank the KOVO union under the leadership of Jaroslav Povšík for its
part in the trusting and constructive bargaining process.”
Bohdan Wojnar, ŠKODA AUTO Board Member for Human Resources, added, “In addition to wages
being increased with a fixed sum that is identical for every employee, ŠKODA AUTO staff will once
again directly have a share in the company’s profits thanks to the bonus system. Employees
covered by the agreement will receive a variable bonus of 61,000 CZK. Furthermore, a one-off
payment of 4,000 CZK was also agreed in the collective bargaining, which will be included in the
same payment of wages. All of our staff have more than earned this bonus payment for their hard
and reliable work in 2018.”
ŠKODA AUTO and the KOVO union have settled upon a duration of one year for the collective
labour agreement. Furthermore, the manufacturer is boosting the wages of its employees covered
by the agreement with a fixed monthly sum of 2,500 CZK. In addition, the special variable bonus
and one-off payment amount to 65,000 CZK and will be paid out in May. There will be also another
additional one-off payment of 2,000 CZK in December.

In 2018, ŠKODA staff covered by the agreement earned an average of over 51,275 CZK.
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ŠKODA AUTO
› was founded during the pioneering days of the automobile in 1895, making it one of the longest-established car
companies in the world.
› currently offers its customers nine passenger-car series: the CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA, KAROQ,
KODIAQ, as well as the KAMIQ and the SUPERB.
› delivered more than 1.25 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2018.
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures
vehicles, as well as components such as engines and transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners.
› employs over 39,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer to the ‘Simply Clever company for the
best mobility solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy.
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